
TOPIC/ UNIT SUB- UNIT CONTENT

course book 

unit 1- The 

clever rat

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understands to identifying 

and naming items, locating information, 

indefinite article a, an, demonstrative 

adjectives, demonstrative pronouns, 

short responses yes/ no, guided 

composition, nouns, adjectives ,parts of 

speech, differentiating between speech 

sounds, greetings formulas of politeness

grammar 

book unit 1- 

letters and 

words 1. make a new words using vowels

understanding vowels and consonants

course book 

unit 2- 

Houses big 

and small

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, opposites sounds of 

/a//ae/

grammar 

book unit 2- 

Naming 

words naming words  , common name

students will understand naming words 

and small and capital letters

grammar 

book unit 3- 

one and 

many

change one to many, circle one and 

many, add -es, 

students will understand to add -s and -

es to change one to many

Ch.1(The clever rat) RealEnglish 

book , grammar book Ch.1 (Letters 

and Words)

course book 

unit 3- 

Going for a 

picnic

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understands the locating 

information, verifying interpreting, 

kinship terms,nouns, identifying 

numbers, plurals, gender pair, guided 

compositions, punctuation , silent  -e 

words and sound words

course book 

unit 4- The 

naughty 

mouse

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, rhyming words, sounds of 

English /i/i:/    , discussion
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Grammar 

unit 4- 

Pronouns

students will understand the pronouns 

and its uses.

Grammar 

unit 5- 

Raghu's 

bicycle

tick the correct and complete the 

sentence

students will understand the paragraph 

and give answer of the question.

Course 

book unit 5- 

School is 

fun

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, interpreting, verifying the 

words,  pronunciation position, personal 

and demonstrative pronouns, writing 

about yourself.

Unit 6- The 

mon in a 

bowl

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, interpreting,  sequencing, 

opposite spellings, present simple.

course book 

unit 7- I 

wonder

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

sensitization to rhythm and rhyme, 

interpreting the picture, contentualized 

vocabulary, rhyming words, 

differentiating between speech sounds, 

sounds of /u/u:/

Grammar 

unit 6- 

Describing 

words

describing yourself, naming words 

colour, opposites.

students will understand to describe 

person, thing, animal.

Grammar 

unit 7- 

Doing 

words

1. doing words       2. doing words 

with -ing forms

students will understand doing words 

and identify the action words.

Grammar 

unit 8- Is, 

am , are uses of is, am, are.

students will identify the sentences and 

they will use is, am, are

Ch.2 ,3,4 (Real English), Ch.2,3,4 

(grammar book)

course book 

unit 8- Little 

topsy gets 

lost

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, inferring words for 

movement of animals, spelling, 

adjective, writing, substitution 

dialouges, riddles, rhymes, and sounds 

of animals and /A//3:/

course book 

unit 9- 

Animal 

parade

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, sensitization to rhythm and 

rhyme animal sounds and their 

youngones, sounds of English/e//e:/



Grammar 

unit 9, 10- 
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course book 

unit 10- The 

clever frog

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand, locating 

information, inferring, verifying spelling, 

sh words, initials, sheet final, cash, 

prepositions, define article, guided 

composition, listen and sequence 

sounds of English.

course book 

unit 11- To 

the market

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand, locating 

information, inferring, names of 

vegetables , ch words, 's belonging 

verbs have/ has, completing sentence in 

a paragraph, listening for specific 

information, dialouge, sounds of 

English.

Grammer 

unit 11- 

prepositions

what are prepositions ? Use of in, 

on or under

studentswill understand the preposition 

words

Unit- 12 A, 

An, The uses of a, an, the

students will understand the uses of a, 

an, the

Unit- 13 

sentences

what are sentences ? Uses of full 

stop, question mark, capittal letters

students will understand the use of 

capital letters, full stop and question 

marks.

Course 

book unit - 

12 Days of 

the week

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will identifying the naming 

sequenceing, inferring locating 

information, spelling, present 

continous, sounds of English /au//a:/

Course 

book unit -

13 The 

calender 

and the 

clock

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

students will understand locating 

information, verifying speling numbers, 

cordinalsand orefinals, wh questions, 

daily routine, what time is it, sounds of 

English.

Lesson 10,11,12 (Real English) Ch. 

11,12,13 (grammar)

Course 

book unit- 

14 The 

magic pot

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

sequencing locating nformation, 

opposites, adjectives, shapes, past 

simple, past forms of verbs, in 

sentences, conversation, sounds of 

English



Course 

book unit -

15 Little boy 

blue

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

identifying the odd words in a set 

rhyming words, sounds of English

Grammar 

unit -14 

Punctuation

capital letters, full stop, and 

question marks

students will understand the 

punctuation marks and use capital 

letters, full stop, question marks.

Grammar 

unit - 15 

The village 

school

reading paragraph, write true or 

false and complete the sentence.

students will read the paragraph and 

write true or false and choose the 

correct answer.

Grammar 

unit - 16 

Fun with 

words

1}match the words               2}solve 

the puzzle             3}match the 

places    4}kangaroo words

students will understand the new words 

solve the puzzle, drawing circle around 

hidden words, underline the kangaroo 

words, same sounding words.

Lesson13,14,15 (Real English) Ch. 

14,15,16 (grammar book)

Course 

book unit- 

16 Little red 

hen

1. Reading comprehension  2. 

vocabulary            3.  grammar and 

usage                                 4. writing                                        

5. listening and speaking

sequencing locating nformation, 

differntiate between pair of words, 

matching one word with their 

meanings, use of shall, will, complete 

sentences, sounds of English

Grammar 

unit - 17 

Writing 

skills

write about a person, about 

yourself, make an invitation card 

for your own birthday party.

students will understand and write 

about a person, yourself, make 

invitation card and use of how, often, 

and when words

Grammar 

unit- 18 

calender

1} days of the week             

2}months of the year

students will understand the weeks and 

months of the year.

Revision for final term. 


